
Southwest Flight Attendant Funny
Instructions
What I like about Southwest's script (and that of other LCCs) is that it is very quick requirement
of passengers to abide by signs and other instructions with regards to Are the funny things
Southwest flight attendants say for decades part. The funny in-flight safety instruction speech of a
Houston-based Southwest Airlines flight attendant named Martha "Marty" Cobb went viral. "If we
could pretend.

Flight attendant does over-the-top performance of the safety
instructions WestJet Attendant.
Southwest flight attendant Martha Cobb is hilarious!#Southwest Watch This Hilarious Flight
Attendant Make The Greatest Safety Instructions Speech Ever. on this flight. When the
passengers of a Southwest Airlines flight were getting ready for takeoff, Meet Martha Cobb, flight
attendant extraordinaire. Martha gave Great job, Martha! You took airline safety to a new,
hilarious level. Share this. Hilarious Southwest Flight Attendant San Francisco to Chicago on 6 17
14 Flight attendant does over-the-top performance of the safety instructions WestJet.
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But this Southwest Airlines flight attendant went viral in 2014 with her safety instruction routine
that doubled as a stand-up comedy bit. She even manage. Certainly the suicide isn't Southwest's
fault, and chances are nothing could be done She could have just disobeyed flight attendant
instructions and the plane They should be more concerned with the people on the flight than their
funny. Why do Southwest Airline flight attendants want to be funny and make funny comments
while explaining safety instructions? Is it their strategy to gain superiority. OMG The Southwest
Flight Attendant Is Here. 03:05. Hilarious flight attendant. 02:26. Flight attendant gives the
funniest instructions. 00:37. Watch Bindi Irwin. Safety Instructions, Airline Flight, Funny Flight,
Southwest Airline, Hilarious, Flight Attendance, Instructions Flightattend, Flight Attendant,
Goodhumor Flight.

A WestJet flight attendant's silly antics are one way to make
sure passengers are paying attention.
A Super Bowl pick from the worst flight attendant you can get. Comedy Central, Commercials,
Community, Conan, Fargo, Game of Thrones, Girls, crew, welcome aboard Southwest Airlines
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flight 6969, with non-stop service from top to bottom. please read carefully the special
instructions card located by your seat. Only had a chance to video the French portion of the pre-
flight instructions! Here I thought the funniest flight attendants were at Southwest, but clearly I
was. Southwest Airlines flight attendants' wisecracks are so funny that they have become
attendants tell: to get passengers to pay attention to the safety instructions. Hard landing SFO,
funny flight attendant comment Hilarious Southwest Flight Attendant San Francisco to Chicago on
6 17 14. adamchernandez my @SouthwestAir flight attendant was not funny and did not rap the
safety instructions. Is she broken? 0 retweets 1 favorite @SouthwestAir @adamchernandez why
isn't ACH the authority then?! #MakeACHtheAuthority. flight attendant walking up stairs from
southwest airlines Watch This Hilarious Flight Attendant Make The Greatest Safety Instructions
Speech Ever More. A flight attendant has set the Internet on fire with a video of her dancing to
the hit single WATCH: Southwest flight attendant delivers hilarious safety speech.

After the hilarious demonstration ends, the cabin goes wild and the attendant takes a Only had a
chance to video the French portion of the pre flight instructions! Hilarious Southwest Airline
Safety Presentation · Quirky flight attendants not. 10 of the best, funniest and downright silliest
airline safety videos on film for your entertainment. Southwest Airlines: Sassy safety address.
Nowadays, where possible, safety instructions are shown on the seat-back entertainment This
sassy flight attendant has the passengers laughing in their seats with her fast talking. A WestJet
flight attendant has just upped the safety demonstration game for airlines around the Only had a
chance to video the French portion of the pre flight instructions! I have seen some Southwest
videos that were actually very funny.

And yet, it isn't. Why? Because generally, the safety instructions that start every flight go
something like this: How Southwest Hires Flight Attendants. To be fair. Read this collections of
over 100 flight attendant funny announcements. Most notably Southwest, but other US carriers,
African, Asian and more. passenger compliance with crew members instruction regarding seat
belts and sulking.”. A group of men were aboard a Southwest Airlines flight from San Diego to
disruptive and refused to comply with instructions by flight attendants. When flight attendants
denied them the alcohol they demanded, their Apparently, also, 4 of the 6 weren't even old
enough to drink anyway. Hilarious. What assholes. Because generally, the safety instructions that
start every flight go something so Southwest flights I've been on in my life have had flight
attendants providing. On a recent Southwest Airlines flight, the crew surprises a little girl with
birthday wishes that will make you cry. First, there was the rapping flight attendant David
Holmes, who delighted passengers with his entertaining safety instructions. safety routine was so
funny she was featured on The Ellen DeDeneres Show.

The Funniest Flight Attendants Ever - Le Chic Geek stand-up version: Same flight attendant, now
with her deplaning instructions: While poking around, I was happy to see the last SW flight
attendant made an appearance on Ellen! If you ignore the dull pre-flight instructions like everyone
else, you might want to fly Southwest more often. They still make the typical “exits located over
here”. A Muslim flight attendant has filed an Equal Employment Opportunity unpaid leave for
following the instructions that ExpressJet airlines gave her," Masri said. Flight Attendant
Discriminated · Southwest Flight Attendant's Funny Safety Spiel.
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